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A Gentil Carioca 

"Innovative Art Installations"

The upper floors of an expansive Colonial building have been turned into

a vast exhibition space for Rio's local art collective. Called A Gentil

Carioca, the building itself is worth a visit. There are new exhibitions every

month or so, many of which invite visitor interaction. While the

installations are generally thought-provoking, most interesting of all is to

take a peek out of the windows and view Downtown Rio's street scene

from above. From the street vendors and working girls to the crumbling

mansion houses, it is a fascinating vista. Entrance to the gallery is free.

 +55 21 2222 1651  www.agentilcarioca.com.b

r

 correio@agentilcarioca.co

m.br

 rua Goncalves Ledo 17, Rio

de Janeiro

 by Chensiyuan   

Pé de Boi 

"Best of Brazilian Art"

Colorful, beautifully-crafted artesan products from across Brazil compete

for space in your suitcase at Pé de Boi. This combination shop and art

gallery stocks traditional handicrafts that include hand-crafted vases, jugs

and bowls; wonderfully soft hammocks and colouful ceramics, all bought

directly from individual artists across the country. Pé de Boi has been a

huge success since its inception in 1985, and items sourced by the store

have been exhibited at New York's Guggenheim Museum and the Cartier

Foundation in Paris. If you're looking for a souvenir that is more than mass-

produced tourist tat, Pé de Boi should be your first port of call. - Lucy

Bryson

 +55 21 2285 4395  www.pedeboi.com.br  Rua Iparanga 55, Laranjeiras, Rio de

Janeiro

 by gagnonm1993   

Galeria Tempo 

"Beautiful Photos"

It is no secret that photographs speak a lot and a good one can inspire

anyone. Founded in 2006, Galeria Tempo is a modest gallery specializing

in video art and photography while also having temporary exhibits of

Brazilian and international repute. The collection features historical

photos and modern ones, creating a fine balance between the old and the

new. Just as their display, they include well known artists as well as

upcoming photographers. Galeria Tempo also offers conservation and

curatorial services.

 +55 21 2255 4586  www.galeriatempo.com.br

/

 contato@galeriatempo.co

m.br

 Avenida Atlântica 1782, Loja

E, Rio de Janeiro
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Anita Schwartz Galeria de Arte 

"Contemporary Brazilian Art"

Anita Schwartz Galeria de Arte is one of the esteemed contemporary art

galleries in the city that promotes Brazilian artists and showcases some of

the top names in the art world of Brazil. This three level modern building

has the main exhibitions in its ground floor room and on the second level

is a smaller exhibition space, which has a terrace for video installations.

This gallery is a great place to get a glimpse of the local art scene.

 +55 2540 6446  www.anitaschwartz.com.b

r/

 galeria@anitaschwartz.com

.br

 Rua José Roberto Macedo

Soares 30, Rio de Janeiro

 by Atlantios   

Contorno Artes 

"Modern Art"

Established in the 1980s, Contorno Artes specializes on sculpture,

paintings, paper art and abstracts. They also are into framing and have

beautiful frames that will enhance any artwork. The gallery features the

work of reputed Brazilian artists such as Cicero Dias, Djanira and Iber

Camargo. Contorno Artes offers payments in installations for the paintings

and assures a good value for these if anyone intends to sell them.

 +55 21 2274 3832  www.contornoartes.com.b

r/

 contato@contornoartes.co

m.br

 Rua Marques de São Vicente

124, Shop 102, Gávea Trade

Center, Rio de Janeiro

 by Chensiyuan   

Urban Arts 

"Fun & Creative"

This compact space is a part of the Urban Art family that has galleries all

around Brazil. This trendy, digital gallery showcases top-notch artists,

illustrators and designers as well as upcoming ones that is funky and

interesting. The collection ranges from posters, paintings to wall stickers,

laptop skins, tote bags, pillows, mugs and more. The exhibits are all

temporary as the artists change regularly. Visit the Rio branch to add

some color and a dash of indie creativity in your itinerary.

 +55 21 3598 0438  Rua Marquês de São Vicente 188, Rio de Janeiro

 by Hans   

Gam Arte e Molduras 

"Sleek Gallery"

Gam Arte e Molduras is a chic gallery that has an impressive collection of

contemporary and modern art paintings, sculptures and photographs.

They also specialize in frames which suit the beautiful artworks. The

gallery focuses on customizing their photos according to the clients'

needs and are into art consulting for corporate houses and private

residences.

 +55 21 2247 8060  www.gamarteemolduras.c

om.br/

 gam@gamarteemolduras.c

om.br

 Rua Garcia de Ávila 145, Loja

C, Rio de Janeiro
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